Rapid multivariate analysis and display of cross-reacting antibodies on human leukocytes.
We present an application which can rapidly determine the binding patterns of monoclonal antibodies on mixed populations of cells simultaneously in a single rapid analysis. It is an application of the tube identifier parameter (TIP) system which can provide fully correlated list-mode data of the entire patient phenotype in a single file. Using the phenogram analytical display, we are able to determine the cross-reacting antibodies for an entire antibody panel for each cell type. This information can be displayed in a single plot. Using light scatter gating to select different populations of lymphocytes, monocytes, and neutrophils, phenograms can be simultaneously generated. This provides a directly comparable means of displaying the positive and negative binding characteristics of each antibody on each cell population. Any marker combination that is abnormal will be identifiable in the phenogram. Additionally, by plotting the fluorescence distributions of each marker beside one another (termed overview), quantifiable differences in intensity can be determined. There are 3 major benefits of the proposed analysis. By using the TIP concept, several sets of antibodies can be compared simultaneously. Any light scatter gate can be used and this gate can be changed on one histogram or plot, yet apply to the total analysis. Data analysis is particularly rapid since the entire phenotype of a patient can be evaluated by performing a single rapid analysis.